5 x 50’ HD
Facts for your success:

further 8 x 50’ HD available soon
Fast-moving, shiver-inducing mix of crime and nature
10 months inside one of the world’s most unique law enforcement agencies
Keeping the law in a state where 90 % of residents own a gun

n Alaska, where lawlessness is practically a way

that we know people will have guns, they will have knives,

of life and 90 percent of residents own a gun,

and they’ll know how to use them.” Yet most of the men and

keeping the peace is one of the toughest jobs

women who make up the State Trooper police force wouldn’t

in the state. And finding criminals in this vast

have it any other way.

wasteland is often like looking for a needle in a hay-

The production team gained rare access to this elite law-

stack. Yet this is the daily task of the Alaska State Troop-

enforcement agency for this documentary program. The

ers. It’s adrenaline-pumping, unrelenting work – and it

series captures a mixture of raw nature and criminal

makes for thrilling viewing.

activity throughout the Alaskan wilderness and its remote villages. The Troopers’ mission is to fight crime,

In Alaska, the weather is treacherous, everyone is armed,

enforce fish and game regulations, and patrol the rugged

and the wild animals are sometimes less fearsome than

terrain of America’s largest state.

some of the humans. One police officer

What’s awaiting viewers in this one-of-a-kind action doc?

puts it like this: “One thing that’s

The annual “Arctic Man Ski” event, when 10,000 people bois-

different about our

terously celebrate daredevil snow machine feats … A drug

law enforcement is

unit gone undercover to nab a narcotics dealer in the western outpost of Bethel ... A nail-biting search in a pitch-black
forest for a suspect who previously assaulted an officer …
of the highest concentrations of bear attacks in Alaska …
From search-and-rescue missions atop massive mountains to street crime in the freezing Alaska night, there’s
nothing the Alaska State Troopers won’t tackle!
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A flight to find two hunters stranded in an area with one

